21st. April 1948.

Dear Darlington,

I am not quite clear what the difficulty is about Celquist, but I suppose we had better accept his two copies, taking one each. Are they in exchange for two copies or one of Heredity? I think we could afford to let him have two.

I was a good deal disappointed at hearing that my short note with Snell, for which I had promised Snell early publication, had been postponed from Volume II part 1 to part 2 without consulting me, and apparently in your absence. I really think this was a little bit irregular, as one of our objects in giving space to short notes was from the first to ensure rapid publication.

I am very glad to see your article on language in Volume I part 3, which arrived today. It does seem to me to break ground in a most valuable way, however slow the philologists may be in appreciating your point of view.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

The letter was exchanged with Heredity.